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CHAIRPERSON 
REPORT 
2020-2021

Members and friends, Despite the challenges of the global
pandemic, NWMF has had another successful year. Demand for our
support and befriending services drastically increased during the
pandemic and, although we had to adapt to the new Covid climate
much of what we did throughout the 2020-2021 financial years was
online. We still planned and successfully delivered a variety of
events and participative programmes which engaged with
communities across the DCSDC area and beyond including our
Choose to Challenge summit and Campaign for Change.

Our projects continue to attract a wide range of people, both adults
and young people from the two dominant cultures here in Northern
Ireland and of Course from our minority ethnic population.

In this fascial year, our public profile increased tremendously, and
we have continuously fostered new relationships and doubled our
public engagement. Even with the challenges and uncertainty
presented by Covid 19 pandemic our existing relationships have
been strengthened.

2020 was the year we had shown as an organisation. We led by
example standing up for social justice and advocating for change in
NI on multiple platforms making NWMF not only a force within the
DCSDC area, but across Northern Ireland.

I would like to convey a special thank you to all our board members,
volunteers and our amazing staff who have shown dedication and
commitment throughout 2020 - 2021. We could not have achieved
as much if it wasn't for your continued hard work and commitment
to eradicate racism in Northern Ireland. And even if 2021 is now
over and we are now beginning to plan for 2022 programmes, I am
excited to see what the new year will bring.
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DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMMES 
REPORT
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2020-21 was a remarkable year, as we faced unprecedented
circumstances due to the global Covid-19 pandemic which impacted on
all our communities. We entered a world of unchartered waters,
bringing uncertainty, distress and confusion. Despite the challenges
raised by the pandemic, NWMF went from strength to strength,
harnessing our spirit of innovation, determination and perseverance.
We adapted to the circumstances and provided online support and
training.

We also responded to the other pandemic in our society – racism and
xenophobia leading advocacy campaigns for Black Lives Matter, Racial
equality and refugee and migrant rights. The Black Lives Matters Protest
on 6th June was a landmark date for our organisation, but also for Race
relations and inter agency cooperation in NI.

Our staff and volunteers have been vital to the delivery of all our
programmes, doing an amazing job working in difficult circumstances
with limited and stretched resources. Our funders have adapted with us
to the changing situation under Covid-19. As we explored and
developed new ways of working safely together, our community was
behind us, supporting us every step of the way.

This year NWMF has been in the public eye more than ever before. This
has allowed us to expand our networks and alliances as we work closely
with BME and voluntary groups across the North of Ireland. As we look
back on a remarkable year, we also look forward to our exciting plans
going forward.

Lilian Seenoi-Barr



KEY HIGHLIGHTS 2020-2021

APRIL 2020

• Adapted  our services to the Covid Pandemic, by developing a 
comprehensive online services  to continue providing information and  Advice  
to a range of service users 

MAY 2020

• Launched our  online Youth Culture Club  in May 2020

• launched our free online Beginners English lessons; Monday and Thursday via 
zoom with support from an English tutor and interpreters.

• To mark Mental Health Awareness week we had an online meeting on 
this year's theme of kindness. A great opportunity to catch up with members and 
some of our past project participants.

• We continued to provide food parcels & toiletries for families in crisis and  with 
no recourse to public funds.

JUNE 2020

• Our Friendly Faces Club was officially launched online with cooking classes  

• Organised and delivered a successful covid safe Black Lives Matter Protest on 6th

June 2020 

• Successfully lobbied Council and Stormont to illuminate Stormont  buildings and 
DCSDC buildings as a sign of respect for  Black Lives Matter  and to remember Mr. 
George Floyd who was brutally murdered in Minneapolis Minnesota as well as 
highlight racism and racial inequalities in NI, on Saturday  6th of June 2020

• Organised a successful   online  Intercultural Quiz Night

• To mark Refugee Week, we shared stories and the journeys of some of the  
refugees who have been resettled in the North West region.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS 2020-2021
JULY 2020

• Our Friendly Faces Club organised an Intercultural online Disco

• 5k Community Walk towards Racial Equality organised by our Friendly Faces Club and 
Youth Culture Club

• Our  director of programmes  took part in a webinar on anti-racism and allyship in 
Ireland! Hosted by Act Now - People Powered Change and Uplift - People Powered 
Change with speakers from across Ireland.

• We met with Dr. Mark Browne, Deputy Permanent Secretary and Director of Strategic 
Policy, Equality and Good Relations in the Executive Office and Orla McStravick, Racial 
Equality Champion at TEO to highlight the lack of progress in the Racial Equality Strategy 
and the impact this was having on the lives of Black and minority Ethnic people in NI.

AUGUST 2020

• We held our Second online intercultural Quiz Night

• Started planning for gradual resumption of face to face activities with the first face to 
face meeting of our youth Culture Club committee.

• Met with Senator Malcolm Byrne to  discuss cross border policies that discriminate 
against minority ethnic people as well as highlight our new Campaign for change project 
which is focused on the  Common Travel Area

• We held an  Projects information day at Guildhall Square to promote project activities 
and raise awareness of the CTA  restrictions .

• We held  our first ever Virtual LGBTQ+ history night to mark Foyle Pride.

SEPTEMBER 2020

• We held the first cross border information day in Letterkenny Centre to raise awareness 
and promote the organisation cross border programmes and activities 

• We officially launched  our Connecting Communities to Campaign for Change of  CTA 
rules 

• OCTOBER 2020

• Black History Month programme: Conversation on: ‘Blackness comes in different Shades 
and Cultures”; Black History Trivia /Quiz Nights on 9th or 15th October; Black History 
Human Library on the 16th and 17th October; “Black is Beautiful” Celebration on 24th 
and 31st October and a ‘Black Lives Matter, Race and Justice in Northern Ireland: 
Dialogue and Debate Night’ on October 29th.NWMF Annual Report 2020-21
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS 2020-2021
NOVEMBER 2020

• Launch of our campaign to include compulsory teaching of Black History and Anti-racism 
Education in N. Ireland's Primary & Secondary Schools

• Launch of our Active Citizens Training Programme 

DECEMBER 2020

• We responded to the police ombudsman report on the BLM protest on 6th June

JANUARY 2021

• Coordinated with Belfast Multi-cultural Association (BMCA), United Against Racism, 
Belfast Islamic Center, and other BAME-led groups to hold a public meeting to 
address the recent attack on the BMCA building.

FEBRUARY 2021

• Our new website was launched in February which can be found at www.nwmf.org.uk

• We organised and delivered a very successful programme to mark   International 
Women's day  with our  Choose to Challenge series of events

• We also held an online consultation event to contribute to the NI Executive Programme 
for Government.

MARCH 2021

• We continued our Choose to Challenge programme with our Call to Action on 6th 
June and red table talk with leaders of NI political parties.

• We marked the International Day of Elimination of Racism with an online discussion

• Held our 2 Youth Culture and Peace Summit

NWMF Annual Report 2020-21 8
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OUR FUNDERS, PARNERS & THEIR 
CONTRIBUTIONS
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Joseph 
Roundtree 

Trust £165,000

National 
Lottery £100,000

St Stephens 
Green Trust 

£50,000

TEO £44,999
National 

Lottery Covid 
support £39,455

Halifax £10,000

Refugee Action 
£10,000

TEO-CRISIS FUND; 
Red Cross £5,000

Bank of Ireland 
£5000

Community 
Relations 

Council £2500
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES
COVID RESPONSE

NWMF provided information on Covid and a list of local shops offering a
delivery service for food and essential goods for those who are
shielding. Whilst we had to postpone most of our in-person services and
events during the pandemic, we developed ways to turning others into
virtual events/ services. We created an information pack regularly
updated on our website on Covid-19 and the Covid vaccine.

We received a grant for IT equipment - laptops and tablets to distribute
to some of our members, allowing them to get online and get connected
so they could participate in our programmes. Our team
continued working from home, providing advice, information and
practical support to clients through digital channels as much as possible
and also delivering essential items to those who are most
vulnerable. Throughout the Pandemic we provided Multilingual
information on Coronavirus regulations and health advice and guidance
for those affected by changes to UK immigration and borders due to
coronavirus (last update 20th April 2020).

We were awarded a Covid Crisis fund grant that allowed us to provide a
number of food parcels throughout lockdown. We were also able to
provide, toiletries and financial help for things that we couldn't purchase
for them such as electricity and heat. Ramadan began in April 2020.
Our staff and volunteers delivered family-sized halal food parcels to the
homes of refugees from the Muslim community living in Derry and
Strabane District Council areas who were marking Ramadan at home.

NWMF Annual Report 2020-21



REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES

NWMF YOUTH CULTURE CLUB

From April 2020 our Youth Culture Club moved online, with weekly
meetings to keep them connected and active. As well as weekly chit-chat
with peers in a safe online environment. Activities included a lockdown
Intercultural Bake-Off competition, games, quizzes and other interactive
online events.

In May, our young people produced a thank you video to showcase their
appreciation for the NHS as part of their entry for the Self Isolation Youth
Work competition. We were delighted to welcome back our Youth
Culture Club members to the centre on Friday the 25th of September
with a number of safety procedures in place to ensure the health and
safety of all our young people, staff and volunteers. As well as carrying
out a full risk assessment and appointing an in house Covid-19
compliance officer, we marked out a floor guide allowing visitors to
maintain a 2m distance from each other and created a PPE station where
visitors will have their temperature taken before entering the centre and
a RQ code provided for participants to register themselves in for trace
and contact tracing.

On the 18th February we had a special workshop facilitated by Namelokai
Sein Kina joining us from America on the topic of "valuing diversity in
leadership".

We ended the year with our Youth Culture and Peace Summit which was
held online with a diverse group of fantastic speakers to challenge us to
consider how we can explore and advocate for cultural diversity and
acceptance in NI.

.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES
YOUTH CULTURE & PEACE SUMMIT

Our Youth Culture and Peace Summit was organised by our NWMF
Youth Culture Club. The aim was to bring together young leaders,
policymakers, members of the private, public, and not-for-profit
sectors to explore how to actively advocate for cultural diversity in NI
- especially the role of young leaders.

The events looked at intercultural dialogue as a policy tool and its
potential for preventing community tensions and division, through
understanding worldwide religious & social traditions. We explored
the impact of the past on young people's future and discussed ways
in which people can engage positively across communities.

The summit was held over two days Thursday 18th March 6-8pm,
hosted by Patrick Omond and Cara McAnaney and Thursday 25th
March which was hosted by Liam McCauley and Rachel Logue.

Guests included Veteran Human Rights campaigner
Eamonn McCann; Laura Okal (Media Manager and Training
Coordinator) Damian Ekwueme (student at Belfast Metropolitan
College), Chantelle Lunt (Merseyside BLM Alliance), Karl Duncan
(SDLP Youth), Cara Hunter MLA and special guest Stuart Lawrence
from the Steven Lawrence Foundation.

The event also attracted media attention with Highland Radio
interviewing some of our youth to highlight the summit.

.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES
FRIENDLY FACES CLUB

Friendly Faces Virtual Friendship club was launched online on 1st 
June with our guest Dr. Breda Friel, Psychotherapist and Senior lecturer at 
Ulster University –Magee to talk about Self-Care and skills in responding 
to critical events. But in May to mark Mental Health Awareness week we 
also hosted a discussion on mental health which was dominated by 
challenges faced in Lockdown and COVID19, we held exercises and 
discussions around health and wellbeing, on looking after your mental 
health, coping mechanisms during lockdown.

Our members, Hirut, Deepika, Ana, Helen and Massoud were among our 
‘chefs’ who provided online demonstrations of their cultural foods. 
Participants could follow along live or follow their how to videos later to 
cook their own versions of the food at home. The club also held 
virtual disco in July to get up and get active.

INTERCULTURAL QUIZ NIGHT

On Thursday 11th June 2020 we held our first online intercultural inspired 
quiz night, which was created to help participants learn about other 
traditions, EXPLORE different cultures and most importantly connect to 
people from all over the world.

Our second virtual quiz night was held on the 13th of August at 6:30pm

Our quiz nights were not only great fun, they were also a great way to 
promote intercultural dialogue and engage in challenging conversations in 
a respectful manner. The knowledge shared and the willingness to learn 
was very encouraging.

.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES

COMMUNITY WALK TOWARDS RACIAL EQUALITY

As lockdown restrictions eased, our Friendly Faces Club and Youth Culture
Club were able to go offline for a day and invited participants and volunteers
to join them for a 5k “Community Walk towards Racial Equality” which took
place at St Columb’s Park on Saturday 25th July at 12pm. There were some
free goodies and gifts (a raincoat and a NWMF t-shirt) were available for the
first 30 young people and the first 60 adults to arrive at our community walk
towards racial equality. Community Walk Towards Racial Equality replaced our
Annual Family Fun day which normally takes place every summer

NWMF Annual Report 2020-21
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES
BLACK LIVES MATTER PROTEST 6TH JUNE

We organised a socially distanced BLM Rally in Guildhall Sq in Derry/Londonderry
on 6th June 2020. United Against Racism organised a coordinated event in Belfast
and other events across Ireland and the UK. The event was planned as a Covid Safe
protest to highlight and oppose racism. To demand justice for our brother George
Floyd and call for the end of institutional racism, police brutality and historic
complacency over the loss of black lives.

We took many health and safety precautions to safeguard the public, with strong
public messaging reminding people to keep the two metres distance between each
other, to wear face masks and to bring hand sanitiser. Our stewards were present
on the day to assist people in maintaining social distancing. Over 30 people
expressed their interest to volunteer and act as stewards and People Before Profit
Derry members, Magee Students and SDLP Youth announced their public support
for the rally. We also received 1000 face masks, 1300 pairs of gloves and 1000
bottles of hand sanitizers all donated by local businesses standing with us.

Unfortunately, the PSNI decided to initiate prosecutions of the organisers and
speakers at the event and issued over 70 fines to protesters across Derry and
Belfast. Complaints were lodged to the Police Ombudsman who agreed to
investigate whether the PSNI has been “consistent in their approach” to enforcing
COVID-19 regulations during public gatherings. Legal actions were also taken to
challenge the legality of the fines. Phoenix Law, Amnesty International, Committee
on the Administration of Justice (CAJ), United Against Racism Belfast and Alliance
for Choice were true allies offering not only advice and support, but practical help
as a Crowdfunder was organised to pay any fines.

We met with the PSNI Chief Constable on 11th June to relay our hurt and anger
and wrote to the Justice Minister to raise concerns
about the additional enforcement powers which were added to the coronavirus
public health legislation by the NI Assembly at 11pm on Friday the 5th of June, the
night before the BLM protest. Our treatment on that day was highlighted by the
lack of action at any previous or subsequent protests or gatherings, many of which
were not socially distanced (unlike our well organised event).

NWMF Annual Report 2020-21
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES

BLACK LIVES MATTER PROTEST 6TH JUNE

In December we issued a joint statement with members and representatives of the
Black and Minority Ethnic Communities across Northern Ireland welcoming the Police
Ombudsman’s report on the BLM protests. In it, she states clearly that our complaints of
discrimination and unfairness were justified, substantive and cogent. We would like to
thank Mrs Anderson for investigating this matter. However, we are concerned about her
conclusion that this discriminatory action of the PSNI was “neither intentional nor
related to the race and ethnicity of those involved in the 6 June event’’ (p.14). Equally,
the timing of the report is also problematic; issued two days before Christmas, nine days
before Brexit and at a moment when the NI and UK media are focused on
serious government failures in the management of the pandemic. The report means
that the PSNI can claim that the discrimination was not intentional. This is not good
enough. We have warned PSNI and others about the prevalence of institutional and
systemic racism right across Northern Ireland for many years now. The NI Executive’s
own Racial Equality Strategy does likewise. We continued to campaign for prosecutions
to be dropped and fines to be rescinded (which eventually happened over a year after
the protests).

.

.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES & 
ACTIVITIES

ANTI RACISM ACTIVISM

Following the public interest in the BLM protest, we had the opportunity to highlight 
some of the racial equality issues in NI. Stephen Nolan has provided us a platform on his 
Radio Ulster programme to share our experiences and to highlight the extend in which 
racism is engraved within our city and the wider region.

Our Programme Director Lilian spoke on the BLM and the wider issues and our 
own Nkele and TJ also had the opportunity to speak with Stephen about their 
own personal experiences of racism here in Derry-Londonderry.

We met with the Chair of the Stormont Executive Committee, Colin McGrath MLA -
South Down SDLP, to make the case for racial equality to be addressed as a priority.

On 15th September the Northern Ireland Assembly debated a motion tabled by Sinn Féin 
and amended by Alliance on racial equality in Northern Ireland highlighting the 
importance of implementing the Racial Equality Strategy (RES). NWMF met with other 
BME groups at Stormont to raise awareness and campaign to fully implement the RES. 
The motion was successfully carried.

In November we launched our campaign to included compulsory teaching of Black 
History and Anti-racism Education in N. Ireland's Primary & Secondary Schools, Our lead 
campaigner was our very own TJ who spoke on the Stephen Nolan show on the 
importance of including this in the NI curriculum.

.

.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES & 
ACTIVITIES

ANTI RACISM ACTIVISM

2021 began on a difficult note with the arson attack on our colleagues at Belfast Multi-
Cultural Association. On January 20, 2021, Belfast Multi-cultural Association (BMCA), 
working in partnership with the North West Migrant Forum (NWMF), United Against 
Racism, Belfast Islamic Center, and other BAME-led groups, held an online public 
meeting to address the attack on its building. The event was an opportunity for the 
general public, politicians, community leaders, to stand in solidarity with BMCA and to 
condemn the rising forms of racism and vicious attacks against the Black and Minority 
Ethnic Community in Northern Ireland

In February we challenged Gregory Campbell MP East Derry/ Londonderry Constituency 
for his remarks on Black representation on Songs of Praise. We received wide media 
coverage on our response and thousands of signatures endorsing our public 
statements. We also met with Gregory Campbell to show him the impact his words had 
on Black people in NI. We believe the public response is an indication that people, 
communities and media are beginning to grapple with the fight against racism, 
prejudice, negative stereotype and assumptions towards black and Minority Ethnic 
people in this country and beyond. These are positive signs that change will happen if 
we continue to speak up and speak out

On 22nd March we held a special panel to mark International Day for Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination. Whilst it is important to recognise the amazing work that has 
been done to start putting an end to Racism, we cannot ignore the facts. Many people 
throughout Northern Ireland are still racially abused on a daily basis. In 2020- 2021 
there were increased in numbers of racist attacks on ethnic minority groups throughout 
NI and including here in Derry. The event included speakers such as Andy George (Ethnic 
Minority Police Association), Amanda Ferguson (Freelance Journalist), Bernadette Devlin 
(Stronger Together), Gerry Carroll MLA (PBP) and Coumillah Manjoo (BMCA)

.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES

CONNECTING COMMUNITIES TO CAMPAIGN FOR CHANGE PROJECT·CTA CAMPAIGN

The rights and privileges associated with the CTA, unfortunately, do not extend to permanent
residents of this island who are from non-CTA countries. There is a real opportunity here to
review the rights of non-CTA nationals and to consider extending these privileges to them.
However, under devolution, immigration policy is categorised as ‘excepted matters’, as the UK
Parliament has retained responsibility for these issues. Nevertheless, the CTA can only function
if there is a “common approach to external border management” and a sufficient degree of
alignment between UK and Irish immigration policies. It is imperative that we secure the best
outcome for all citizens of the island of Ireland and do all we can to maintain and improve
existing arrangements and ensure that they are legally sound and enforceable. Our Common
Travel Area (CTA) is focused on encouraging the Irish and British governments to extend those
rights and privileges associated with the CTA to those classified as ‘non-CTA nationals’ who are
permanent residents of Northern Ireland or the Republic of Ireland.

The campaign is part of our wider ‘Connecting Communities to Campaign for Change’ project,
funded by the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust, which will help us to develop the skills and
confidence of BAME people across NI and the ROI, and enabling them to work together to
advocate, mobilise, and campaign for change on policy issues that are of concern to
them. North West Migrants Forum is the first organisation in the city of Derry/ Londonderry to
secure funding of this nature, we are particularly excited about the potential benefits it will have
for those who are from BAME communities in both Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland.

We held a number of information days to come and learn more about the work of NWMF, to
meet and greet NWMF staff, members and volunteers and to register to take part in our
programmes. These were held on Saturday 22nd August at the Guildhall Square and Saturday the
5th of September in Letterkenny city centre. It was an opportunity to raise awareness of our
upcoming CTA campaign prior to it’s launch. We also with various politicians to highlight the
issue including an online meeting with Senator Malcolm Byrne to discuss the challenges faced
by non-European nationals living and working within the Common Travel Area (CTA)

The campaign was officially launched on the 12th September 2020, with pre-registration to
ensure Covid-compliance. Out guest speakers included: Geraldine McGahey (Chief
Commissioner, Equality Commission Northern Ireland), Les Allamby (Chief Commissioner,
Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission), Thomas Pringle (Independent TD for
Donegal); Úna Boyd (Immigration Project Coordinator at the Committee for the Administration
of Justice); Adekanmi Abayomi (Chair of the Ethnic Minority Sports Organisation Northern
Ireland); Billy Banda (Community Links Officer Donegal Intercultural Platform); Aderonke Ado-
Imoisili (African Women Organisation Northern Ireland).

EFFECTIVE ACTIVISM- SUPPORTING INTER-COMMUNITY PRACTICE

Our effective Activism programme funded by: St Stephen's Green Trust provided an opportunity
for our youth to also get involved in activism around the CTA. In September, we went door to
door in Kilfennan with a fantastic team of Active citizens to raise awareness about the Common
Travel Area and systemic racism in Northern Ireland and our desire to live in a fairer, equal and
just society. In October we met with representatives of Donegal County Council and various
Community Groups in the Donegal area to raise awareness of our campaign.

.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES
BLACK HISTORY MONTH

October marked Black History Month and we organised a number of key
events to mark the month and commemorate the history, achievements
and contributions of black people in Northern Ireland. NWMF partnered
with the Ethnic Minority Sports Organisation NI, African Women
Organisation NI and Ulster University Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences. Unfortunately due to the ongoing COVID 19 restrictions, most
of the events will be delivered exclusively online however there will be a
smaller number of events with in-person places also offered. These will
be limited to just 10 places per event.

The month kicked off with a conversation on “Blackness comes in
different Shades and Cultures”. We held two Black History Trivia /Quiz
Nights on 9th or 15th October which was attended by 88 people.

A Black History Human Library on the 16th and 17th October attended by
over 100 people. The Human Library was a celebration of Black History
and culture. Our ‘books’ included individuals with roots from Ghana,
South Africa, Congo, Uganda and Kenya, Jamaica, USA, Zimbabwe,
Somalia, Cameroon, Algeria and Nigeria. And participants were educated,
informed and inspired by their presentations.

A “Black is Beautiful” Celebration on 24th and 31st October two
day event celebrating black culture, heritage, fashion, hair, food, arts,
craft, music and dance

NWMF Annual Report 2020-21



REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES
BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Our flagship event to mark BHM was our ‘Black Lives Matter, Race and
Justice in Northern Ireland: Dialogue and Debate Night’ on October
29th, which focused on the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement and race
and justice. Our notable speakers included Rt Hon Stuart Lawrence,
Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust, Eamonn McCann, journalist and
political activist (PBP), Sinead Marmion, Solicitor Pheonix Law;
Chantelle Lunt, founder of Merseyside BLM Alliance; Courtney Preville,
Poet, musician and Student; Hannah Davies, PhD Researcher at UU.

These events were made possible by the support from The Northern
Ireland Housing Executive and National Lottery Community Fund.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES
ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP TRAINING

30 participants took part in our free Active Citizenship training in two cohorts
which started in November 2020 and January 2021 respectively. Participants
took part in a series of online workshops led by our facilitator Mike Waldron
and came from countries as diverse as Iran, Mauritius, Columbia, USA, Nigeria,
Kenya and Northern Ireland.

The Active Citizenship training was developed by the British Council as a social
leadership training programme to build trust and understanding and encourage
individuals to take action on issues they care about. Active Citizens were
empowered to build skills, knowledge & confidence to drive the change they
want to see.

CONSULTATION ON THE NI EXECUTIVE PROGRAMME FOR GOVERNMENT ·

The PFG sets out nine Outcomes for individual and collective wellbeing that
should drive the government agenda and build more inclusive society. For these
Outcomes to truly reflect the wellbeing of all parts of our society, it is critical
that our voices are not only listened to but heard.

BME voices provide an insight into community needs and proposals on how
government can work in partnership with organisations to plan, refine and
evaluate services that deliver on the promise of equality. We hope that our
contribution today will be given serious consideration as we are confident it will
ensure that no one is left behind whilst building a more inclusive and safer
community.

On 16th February we hosted a virtual consultation on the NI Executive proposed
Programme for Government (PFG). The consultation was very well attended and
focused on how the PFG must integrate the needs of BME people in Northern
Ireland. We were able to support people from a very diverse range of BME
backgrounds to share their own views on how the Executive Office should
develop a Programme for Government based on equality and equity; that
responds to the needs of people and communities across NI, and addresses
racial inequalities.
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES
CHOOSE TO CHALLENGE

RECLAIMING OUR VOICES IN CIVIC AND PUBLIC SPACES

It is evident that BME voices, women, men, young people are largely absent
from civic and public spaces, this is particularly true for minority
women. Women have faced inequalities and gender injustices within society,
this is particularly true for those from BME communities. We believe it is time
for women to come together to have their voices heard and challenge the
inequalities that they face. It is extremely important that these conversations
are had to ensure change is made in both civic and public spaces.

Throughout February & March 2021, leading up to International Woman’s
day we held a series of exclusive events themed “Choose to Challenge-
Reclaiming our voices in civic & public spaces”. Due to the ongoing pandemic
events were delivered online.

The first event was on Gender Mainstreaming; Reclaiming BME voices in NI
history on Saturday 6th February. It was hosted by Naomi Green (Belfast Islamic
Centre) with Keynote speaker Anna Lo (former Alliance MLA). Panel Members
were Ivy Goddard MBE( Chair of the Racial Equality Subgroup and Mid & East
Antrim Inter Ethnic Forum), Meena Khanna who moved to Ballymena from India
over 50 years ago and Amelia Artura who came to NI from Zimbabwe over 20
years ago.

The second event was on Women's Participation and Transformative leadership
and was held on Saturday 20th February 2021. It was hosted
by Coumilah Manjoo (Belfast Multi-Cultural Association). The key note speaker
was Ani Kanakaki (a communications specialist and a former human rights
columnist), Sipho Sibanda (Practice and Participation of Rights), Anna
Chandran (BAWA),, Federica Ferrieri (Learning Insights) and Nandi Jola
who performed a spoken word poem.

The third event was on Gender justice and BME women's rights and was held
on 27th February. It was hosted by NWMF volunteer Beverly Simpson. The
Keynote speaker was Yassin Brunger (Lecturer in Human Rights Law and Co-
Director of the Faculty-wide QUB Gender Network), Danielle Shields (NI Housing
executive), Bethany Moore (Alliance for Choice), Ivanka Antova (United Against
Racism), Rachel Powell (Women's Resource and Development
Agency) and Alexis Ifeyinwa Ekwueme: Community worker
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES 
& ACTIVITIES

CHOOSE TO CHALLENGE

RECLAIMING OUR VOICES IN CIVIC AND PUBLIC SPACES

Our Choose to challenge online series was concluded with our forth event
- BME women Call to Action on Saturday 6th March. Hosted by Funmi
Abayomi (a law degree (LLB) graduate from Queens University -Belfast and
Community activist) was joined by guest speakers Cllr Rachel
Ferguson, Katy Hayward (Professor of Political Sociology at QUB) and Cara
Hunter MLA.

This was followed by a panel discussion involving our programmes
direction Lilian Seenoi-Barr, Ivanka Antova, Sipho Sibanda, Naomi Green
and Coumilah Manjoo. Closing remarks summarising the series and vote of
thanks was led by Hannah Davies

Our Choose to Challenge programme included a wider campaign by
a group of our black & minority ethnic women who decided to Choose to
Challenge the lack of ethnic minoriy women’s voices in public life. We
held Choose to Challenge Red Table Talk with NI political leaders. Arlene
Foster First Minister and leader Democratic Unionist Party, Michelle
O'Neill First Minister of Northern Ireland and vice president of Sinn
Féin, Colum Eastwood MP: SDLP Leader, Doug Beattie: UUP leader, Green
Party in Northern Ireland leader Clare Bailey MLA South Belfast and
Alliance Leader Naomi Long. We were also featured on the BBC with Mark
Simpson interviewing some of our women for a feature on Newsline.
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MEDIA
We secured funding for media communication to ensure that our service users and
the wider community is kept informed on racial Equality issues. WE also introduced
a monthly newsletter which is circulated monthly to all our members and service
users.
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2020 was one of the years we  received extensive media 
coverage around Black Lives Matter and some of 
our initiatives on the Nolan Show, BBC, Derry Journal, 
Highland Radio, Belfast Telegraph and other media outlets.
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